hi I'm NASA Kennedy's played Peters and

I'm taking you inside KSC

NASA's Commercial Crew program is preparing to launch astronauts once again from American soil

last week teams from NASA the Department of Defense human spaceflight support office and SpaceX together practiced medical triage and medical evacuation or medevac rehearsing for potential emergency scenarios helps ensure all teams are ready to safely respond to any situation this is the second of two such
simulations performed before Commercial Crew flight tests which are scheduled for 2019, the first exercise was conducted at Space Launch Complex 41 and involved teams from NASA, Boeing, and United Launch Alliance. NASA's exploration ground systems based here at Kennedy Space Center began Oh Ryan recovery testing this week off the California coast on board a US Navy ship. Senior NASA managers familiarized themselves with a week-long underway recovery test seven and its operation. The recovery team is preparing for exploration mission-1 by
insuring all their ground support equipment is working as expected for a smooth recovery of the Orion capsule when it splashes down in the Pacific Ocean and remember spaceport magazine digs deeper inside KSC you